
\; :UNITED STATES 
& i NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

low WASHINGTON. D.C, 20555-0001 

April 07, 1995 

MEMORANDUM TO: Dr. Donald A. Cool, Director 
Division of Industrial 

and Medical Nuclear Safety, NMSS 

Robert F. Burnett, Director 
Division of Fuel Cycle Safety 

and Safeguards, NMSS 

Lawrence C. Shao, Director 
Division of Engineering Technology 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 

M. Wayne Hodges, Director 
Division of Systems Technology 
Office of Nuclear Regulator Research 

FROM: John T. Greeves, Director 
Division of Waste Manag eent 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety 

and Safeguards 

SUBJECT: ESTABLISHMENT OF REVIEW TEAM ON THE POTENTIAL FOR A NUCLEAR 
EXPLOSION IN A HIGH-LEVEL WASTE REPOSITORY 

As you may be aware, in October 1994, the Secretary of the U.S. Department of 
Energy (DOE) established the Office of Fissile Materials Disposition (OFMD) to 
oversee all activities related to the m~nagement, storage, and disposition of 
fissile materials, primarily weapons pltonium, and highly enriched uranium.  
As described in the OFMD FY95 Program Plan (Attachment 1), DOE is considering 
various alternatives for fissile materials disposition in deep boreholes or in 
a mined geologic repository. In this regard, a recent issue of the New York 
Times contained an article about a report (Attachment 2) by several DOE 
scientists at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) on the potential for 
a nuclear explosion from the disposal of fissile material in a deep geologic 
repository. A subsequent issue of the New York Times included an article 
about a report (Attachment 3) by several DOE scientists at the Savannah River 
nuclear site, which supports the thesis proposed by the LANL scientists, that 
disposal of fissile material in a geologic repository could erupt in a nuclear 
explosion. Other scientists at LANL dispute the credibility of this thesis 
(Attachment 4).  

While DOE has primary responsibility for resolution of issues related to 
possible disposition of fissile materials in a geologic repository, I am 
interested in reviewing the LANL and Savannah River reports for their merits 
and apprising DOE of any concerns, issues, or comments that result from the 
staff's review. In this regard, I am establishing a formal team to review 
these reports, with Dr. Michael Bell of my staff designated as team leader.  
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D. Cool, et.al.

Given the considerable expertise in criticality control and material 
degradation issues outside the Division of Waste Management, as well as my 
interest in a broad based staff review, I am requesting limited technical 
support from your Division. Specifically, I would like one member from your 
staff with the desired technical expertise to participate in this review.  
This should necessitate no more than a few staff-days of his/her time to 
review the documents and develop some questions/comments to be transmitted to 
DOE. I would like to have the team assembled by April 14, 1995.  

Please call me on 415-7437, or Mike Bell on 415-7286, if you need any 
additional information or have any questions about this request.

Attachments: As stated
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Department of Energy 
Washington, DC 20585 

November 30, 1994 

To Interested Parties: 

On October 12, 1994, Secretary of Energy Hazel O'Leary established the Office of 

Fissile Materials Disposition to oversee all activities related to the management, 

storage, and disposition of fissile materials. This new Office reports directly to Under 

Secretary Charles Curtis.  

The Office is an outgrowth of a department-wide project established in January, 1994 to 

develop departmental recommendations and decisions on the disposition of excess 

nuclear materials. It also responds to Congressional concerns regarding the 

management of fissile materials from weapons and related nonproliferation issues. On 

June 12, 1994, the project initiated a Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 

(PEIS) for the long-term storage and disposition of weapons-usable fissile mpterials.  

Twelve scoping meetings were held across the country from August through October 

1994. Over 1,000 people participated and provided comments on the Department's 

proposed action. The scoping comment period closed on October 17, 1994, and we 

expect to finalize the Implementation Plan during the first quarter of 1995.  

The Energy and Water Development Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 1995 (Public 

Law 103-316) and the National Defense Authorization Bill for Fiscal Year 1995 

provided $50 million for storage and disposition activities. The Fiscal Year 1995 

Program Plan for these activities as well as a Reactor Options Report which outlines 

the possible reactor alternatives for plutonium disposition are enclosed for your 

informaticn. I hope you will fi-d the reports inf ..,--native and useful.  

We intend to continue the dialogue with you and other stakeholders regarding options 

for storage and disposition through public meetir,gs, newsletters, and an electronic 

bulletin board. We appreciate your continued involvement in this important national 

challenge.  

Sincerely, 

Robert W. DeGrasse, Jr.  
Director, Office of Fissile 

Materials Disposition 

Enclosures

Attachment 1
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INTRODUCTION 

BACKGROUND 

In the aftermath of the Cold War, significant 
quantities of weapons-usable fissile materials 
(primarily plutonium and highly enriched 
uranium) have become surplus to national 
defense needs both in the United States and 
Russia. These stocks of fissile materials pose 
significant dangers to national and 
international security. The dangers exist not 
only in the potential proliferation of nuclear 
weapons but also in the potential for 
environmental, safety and health 
consequences if surplus fissile materials are 
not properly managed.  

On September 27, 1993, President Clinton 
announced the establishment of a framework 
for U.S. efforts to prevent the proliferation 
of weapons of mass destruction. This policy 
commits the United States to undertake a 
comprehensive approach to the growing 
accumulation of fissile materials from 
dismantled nuclear weapons and from within 
civil nuclear programs. As key elements of 

the President's policy, the Unitfd State-s will: 

Seek to eliminate, where possible, 
accumulation of stockpiles of highly 
enriched uranium or plutonium, and to 
ensure that where these materials already 
exist they are subject to the highest 
standards of safety, security, and 
international accountability.  

Initiate a comprehensive review of long
term options for plutonium disposition, 
taking into account technical, 
nonproliferation, environmental, 
budgetary and economic considerations.  
Russia and other nations with relevant 
interests and experience will be invited to 
participate in the study.

The policy, announced by the President in a 
speech before the United Nations, represents 
the broadest statement of national policy on 
surplus fissile material control and 
disposition. The Administration's strategy for 
dealing with the control and disposition of 
surplus fissile materials consists of four 
parts: 

(1) Securing the nuclear materials that 
already exist in the U.S. and Russia; 

(2) building confidence through openness; 

(3) seeking to eliminate where possible, 
the accumulation of plutonium and highly 
enriched uranium; and 

(4) planning for the ultimate disposition of 
plutonium.  

There are a variety of remnfo cing initiatives 
being conducted by the U.S. government to 
deal with this challenge.  

First, the Administration is endeavoring to 
ensure that surplus plutonium and highly 
mnriched uranium (lIEU) from dismantled 
nuclear weapons are not used to make new 
weapons and that these materials are subject 

to the highest standards of saf:,ty, security, 
and international accountability.  

Second, the Administration is working to 
engage the Russians in ongoing dialogue 
aimed at building mutual confidence through 
openness that provides assurance that (1) 
nuclear weapons are being dismantled; (2) 
that the resulting fissile materials are being 
maintained in a safe, secure and 
environmentally sound fashion; and (3) that 
these excess materials will not be used for 
new nuclear weapons.
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PROGRAM ACTIVITIES 

The major program activities for the Office 
of Fissile Materials Disposition are as 
follows: 

(1) Analyzing long-term storage and 
disposition options for the specified fissile 
materials; 

(2) Preparing a programmatic environmental 
impact statement (PEIS) as required by the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 
for these options;

(3) Integrating and documenting the results 
of the analyses to enable a Record of 
Decision (ROD) for Departmental actions 
regarding the materials; and 

(4) Conducting outreach and public 
participation activities regarding surplus 
fissile materials disposition.  

Figure I presents a summary of the program 
logic leading to a Record of Decision and its 
subsequent implementation.

Figure 1 Program Logic
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Table 1 Storage Option Alternatives

DIsPos TION OF SURPLUS FISSILE 
MATERLM.S 

As a means for determining reasonable 
disposition alternative(s), the Department is 
developing a set of criteria for evaluating the 
disposition options for surplus fissile 
materials. This effort includes generating a 
complete set of attributes for comparing 
disposition options and developing methods 
to quantify and measure each of these 
attributes. This work will result in the basis 
for comparing specific options for material 
disposition.  

A preliminary screening process will be 
performed to sctablish the reasonable 
disposition alternatives to be evaluated in the 
PEIS and to support the decision process

leading to the ROD. This preliminary 
screening effort elimine'es -,,ieasonable 
alternatives that do not merit detailed 
evaluation. It also provides a mechanism for 
obtaining stakeholder input and achieving 
consensus on the results, and presents a 
framework for evaluating new options which 
may be identified.  

Preliminary evaluation criteria are being 
discussed with the public during the PEIS 
scoping process to obtain input and feedback 
which will be considered in establishing a 
final set of criteria for evaluating disposition 
alternatives.  

The factors to be considered in the screening 
criteria are as follows (the order does not 
reflect relative evaluation importance):
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and burying it in deep boreholes drilled 
into the earth or in a mined geologic 
repository.  

The analysis of these options also requires 
evaluating the potential impact of disposing 

spent fuel from plutonium-burning reactors 
and/or plutonium immobilized with 
high-level waste in the DOE Civilian 
Radioactive Waste Management Program.  
The impacts of these potential waste forms 
including interim storage, transportation, and 
final disposal will be evaluated.  

PLUTONIUM: GOING BEYOND THE SPENT 

FUEL STANDARD 

Because the plutonium disposition 
alternatives that meet the spent fuel standard 
result in - material form that still entails a 
risk of use in weapons and because the 
radiation barriers to such use diminish with 
time as the radioactivity decays, further steps 
to reduce long-term proliferation risks will 
be evaluated. Options that result in the 
plutorium becoming essentially inaccessible 
or destroyed include: 

(1) Accelerator-based conversion in 
which a large portion of the plutonium 
would be fissioned by the use of a sub
critical reactor aided by neutrons 
produced by an accelerator.

(2) Deep burn reactors which would 
fission the plutonium so completely 
without spent fuel reprocessing or 
recycling, that only a small fraction of the 
plutonium would remain in the spent 
nuclear fuel.  

DISPOSITION OPTIONS FOR SURPLUS 

HIGHLY ENRICHED URANIUM 

Surplus highly enriched uranium (HEU) can 
be made proliferation resistant by blending it 
down with natural, low enriched and/or 
depleted uranium into low enriched uranium 
(LEU) suitable for commercial reactor fuel.  
This blending process can provide revenues 
from the sale of the fuel and help offset the 
costs associated with this alternative.  
However, some surplus HEU may have 
impurities that make this material 
unacceptable as a reactor fuel when blended 
down and would have to be disposed of as 
waste. For these materials, blending down 
to prevent use in nuclear weapons, followed 
by disposal as waste, may be the only 
reasonable alternative.  

Indefinite maintenance of the surplus HEU ;'I 
a storage facility will also be analyzed in 
order to meet the no action alternative 
requirement for the PEIS. Any other 
reasonable alternatives identified in the PEIS 
scoping process will also be considered.
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The estimated schedule for the preparation of the PEIS is as follows:

Table 2 PEIS Preparation Schedule

TECHNICAL INTEGRATION AND SUPPORT 

In addition to the specific engineering and 
scientific work in this program, supporting 
efforts in technical integration, systems 
engineering, and coordination/oversight for 
all technical and environmental work are 
required due to the complexity of the 
evaluation and decision processes. A 
systems engineering approach is desired not 
only to ensure and document an effective 
decision process but also to continually 
examine work processes and make any 
corrections to maintain focus on the 
technical program objectives. Technical 
integration and support also includes 
tracking and dissemination of ongoing 
research efforts and conducting technical 
reviews to facilitate communication among 
program participants. Program assistance 
will also be required for common material 
storage and disposition technologies such as 
safeguards and security, transportation and 
packaging, and automation and robotics.

PUBUC INVOLVEMENT 

The Department of Energy recognizes that 
public trust can only be ac,,ieved if citizens 
believe that their government is open, 
truthful, and accountable. This openness will 
help to ensure the maximum disclosure of 
information and technologies critical to the 
Nation's interests.  

Successful implementation of this program 
requires public dialog and consideration of 
input in the decision making process. DOE, 
with the assistance of interested members of 
the public, has identified a number of 
mechanisms for public involvement in this 
program including national teleconferences 
for the discussion of concerns and exchange 
of information, interactive workshops to 
address public concerns and newsletters on 
program status. In addition, the NEPA 
process described earlier in this plan provides 
for the open meeting process to scope and 
analyze issues in the PEIS.
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The Office will also obtain research and 
analytical support via a cooperative 
agreement with the National Resource 
Center for Plutonium in Amarillo, Texas.  
This cooperative agreement emphasizes 
DOE's interest in protecting the 
environment, health and safety of 
populations adjacent to its sites and provides 
financial assistance to the State of Texas in 
developing the Resource Center for 
Plutonium to facilitate the exercise of the 
State's responsibilities to its citizens and the 
public in general. The Center will be a 
scientific and technical information resource 
on issues relating to the storage, disposition, 
potential utilization, and transportation of 
plutonium, high explosives, and other 
nuclear or hazardous materials generated 
from nuclear weapon dismantlement.  

COORDINATION WITH OTHER 

DEPARTMENTP L ACTMTIES 

Across the Department, several offices 
contribute to the assurance of safe, secure, 
environmentally sound management of fissile 
materials and past and present nuclear 
facilities operations. The mission and 
functions of the offices of: Defense 
Programs; Environmentai Management; 
Nuclear Energy; Environment, Safety and 
Health; and Civihan Radioactive Waste 
Management are unique but related. In this 
regard, coordination is provided through the 
Department's organizational structure, 
Strategic Plan, and performance 
measurement and plan-based budget process.  
Most significantly, these organizations 
participate in planning and coordination 
efforts to help ensure coord'"ation on the 
development of plans and on the status of 
storage and disposition activities within the 
Department. This helps ensure that 
duplication of effort is avoided and maximum 
sharing of work and information occurs.

The Office of Fissile Material Disposition, 
along with the National Security and 
Environmental Management programs, 
reports to the Under Secretary of Energy. In 
addition, close coordination of program 
efforts is also maintained with the Office of 
Environment, Safety and Health; Office of 
Civilian Radioactive Waste Management; 
and the Office of Nuclear Energy. This 
structure affords the Under Secretary the 
ability to review the whole of these related 
activities and helps maintain a horizontal 
view and coordination among the programs 
addressing nuclear materials ,nd 
nonproliferation issues.  

Each Program's contributions, resources and 
responsibilities are reflected in increasing 
detail in the Department of Energy Strategic 
Plan, Five Year Budget Plan and individual 
program budget submissions. Each of these 
undergoes extensive review by the 
Department's Chief Financial Officer and 
Program Assistant Secretaries prior to 
approval by the Secretary. Once approved, 
these elements form the foundation of the 
Department's input to the President's annual 
budget submission to Congress.  

PROGRAM BUDGET AND CONTROL 

The FY 199. budget for the Office of Fissile 
Materials Disposition reflects congressional 
action to establish a new line item for the 
Department's fissile materials control & 
disposition activities. The FY 1995 budget 
is consistent with the Program's formal work 
breakdown structure which contains detailed 
cost, schedule, and technical baseline data.  
A program review process will monitor cost, 
schedule, and technical baseline execution to 
measure progress in relationship to the plan 
and identify any needed adjustments. Table 
3 summarizes the Program budget for FY 
1995 and related fissile materials disposition 
activities from preceding years' 
appropriations to the Department.
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1.0 Introduction

The Senate Appropriations Committee's Report on the Energy and Water Development 
Appropriation Bill for Fiscal Year 1995 (Senate Report 103-291, p. 152) provides: 

"the Secretary [of Energy] to evaluate and report to the Committees on Appropriation 
on possible means of ensuring that [the integral fast reactor and the gas turbine
modular helium reactor] and other reactor options for disposing of excess plutonium 
are kept open until a final disposal technology can be selected. The report should 
include the estimated cost of preserving the reactor options and recommendations on 
how these costs should be paid. The report should be submitted to the Committees no 
later than October 1, 1994." 

This report responds to the Congressional request.  

In the next several years, it is anticipated that approximately 50 metric tonnes of plutonium 
will be declared surplus to national security requirements. The Department of Energy (DOE) 
is currently examining alternatives for the long term storage and disposition of weapons
usable fissile materials and is preparing a Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 
(PEIS) on these subjects. The PEIS is scheduled to be issued in spring of 1996 with the 
Record of Decision (ROD) to follow approximately a month later.  

Many potential alternatives have been identified for the disposition of surplus plutonium, such 
as transmuting the plutonium in accelerator targets, immobilizing the plutonium and 
emplacing the plutonium into a geologic repository, directly placing plutonium in one or more 
holes bored deep into the earth, indefinitely storing the material, and/or using the plutonium 
as a fuel in one of many candidate reactor types These alternatives and others are being 
considered by the Department.  

For the reactor alternm.tives in particular, the range of potential cptions is wide. Reactor 
options include: converting existing, operating light water or heavy water reactors to utilize a 
mixture of plutonium and uranium oxides as a fuel [mixed oxide or "MOX" fuel]; completing 
partially completed reactors to use MOX fuel, or designing and building new reactors for 
surplus plutonium disposition. Among the new reactors that might be considered, the options 
include: (1) evolutionary and advanced light water reactors, (2) liquid metal reactors; (3) gas
cooled reactors; (4) other advanced reactor design concepts.  

2.0 Process for Evaluating the Disposition Alternatives 

The National Environmental Policy Act requires that federal agencies consider a range of 
reasonable alternatives before undertaking actions which might have a significant impact on 
the human environment. Pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), an
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ABB-Combustion Engineering). Each of the three vendors has designed many existing light 

water reactors which are currently operating in the United States. Collectively, the three 

vendors have identified no less than 77 operating light water reactors in the United States that 

could be converted to using MOX fuels. In addition, several operating Babcock & Wilcox

designed reactors might be utilized for plutonium disposition. Some of the 77 might not be 

preferred candidate reactor options for using MOX fuels because of low plutonium 

throughput, short remaining lifetime or other factors. However, the number of combinations 

of preferred candidate reactors that could be marshalled to satisfy the plutonium disposition 

mission is quite large. This is the case because as few as three or four reactors offer 

sufficient capacity to disposition the entire inventory of plutonium which is expected to be 

declared surplus to national security requirements.  

Since the continued operation of the reactors necessarily implies the preservation of the 

existing light wa.•r reactor option, no DOE resources are required to preserve the option to 

use them. However, DOE intends to conduct a number of specific activities in Fiscal Year 
1995 relating to potentially converting operating reactors to using MOX fuels. These 
activities include addressing issues such as fuel fabrication, fuel transportation, upgrades in 

security, terms for fuel transfer, and legal and financial issues.  

Since no commercial-scale plutonium fuel fabrication capability exists in the United States, 

either a dedicated domestic MOX fuel capability must be established, or MOX fuels must be 

manufactured overseas. As part of its overall eva1 aation, the Department is e,ýamining the 

feasibility of several alternatives for fabrication of MOX fuel.  

3.2 New Light Water Reactors 

In Fiscal Years 1993 and 1994, three light water reactor vendors (Westinghouse Electric, 

ABB-Combustion Engineering, and General Electr. .) evaluated their new reactor designs for 

the plutonium disposition mission. Additionally, it is expected that some follow-on activities 

will be conducted by the vendors in Fiscal Year 1095 relating to their design proposals. The 

designs use the advanced and evolutionary designs proposed by the vendors for :he next 

generation commercial light water reactors, design efforts which have been and continue to be 

supported by DOE's Office of Nuclear Energy. The Department has committed $65 million 

for Fiscal Year 1995 to these advanced and evolutionary light water reactor design efforts.  

Based on the activities already accomplished and those already planned for Fiscal Year 1995, 

no new, additional funding is necessary to preserve the new light water reactor options.  

4.0 Liquid Metal Reactors 

As part of a Fiscal Year 1993 and previous activities, the Office of Nuclear Energy has 

examined the suitability of the liquid metal reactor concept for surplus plutonium disposition.
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WNP-3 west of Olympia, would be completed. Revenues would be generated by providing 

power to the Pacific Northwest while the reactors consume plutonium fuel.  

A separate proposal by the Washington Public Power Supply System (Supply System) 

suggests using the partially completed WNP-1 reactor in conjunction with an already 

operating WNP-2 reactor, both located on the Hanford Reservation in Washington State. This 

second proposal evidences the fact that the operating and partially completed reactor options 
need not be mutually exclusive.  

If it were determined advisable to maintain these reactors in a licensable state, it would 
require approximately $5.0 million for WNP-1 and $5.5 million for WNP-3 per year per 
reactor. The owner, the Supply System, has agreed to pay the maintenance costs until 
January 13, 1995. DOE has initiated discussion with the Supply System concerning what the 
Supply System's plans are for these reactors. The Supply System has a constrction fund of 
about $120 million remaining from the sale of WNP-1 bonds prior to 1982. The earnings on 
this fund, at current rates, are approximately $5.8 million per year and are used to pay the 
maintenance and preservation cost of the WNP-1 reactor, but may not be utilized on the 
WNP-3 reactor.  

In addition, there are other partially completed reactors for which the owners have maintained 
the plants and their licensing. These include TVA's Bellefonte 1 and 2 and the Cleveland 
Electric Illuminating Company's Perry 2.  

8.0 Conclusions 

The DOE intends to fairly and fully consider a wide range of reactor options in the process of 
preparing the PEIS. Since there is an adequate .'ange of reasonable reactor alternatives that 
will be available, no additional funding is required at this time to preserve any reactor option.
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LA-UR 94-4022 
Underground Autocatalytic Criticality from Plutonium and Other Fissile Material 

C. D. Bomam n and R Venneri 

Abstract 
Several widely endorsed solutionsk to the intermediate and long-terma disposition of weapons plutonium and other waste Jhiite 
nuclear material involve placement of batche/ of the material undr;riumn r in aubcritiual concenirastons. Itis potaed out tere 
that such concentrated subchriical fissiie material uuderground night reach criticality that is auoocnalytic or self-enlhantc.-.g.  
this criticality could come uboua upon dispersion into thr .u-rrounding medium by either natural or unttviuralprocesseV3, of by 
the fissile material being carried to other. rtes where it can collect into different autocatalycic critical coiftgunaions. Under
ground, where the materiat is confined and there is an abunmdance of mouderating medium around it, the reneltr of such supernritdica 
excursions could range from modest energy releases to the generation of explosive nuclear yields of up to afew hundred won 

from a sbigle event Without water 50-100 kg offissile material is required to reach autocatalytic criticait.v. Amounts asm•mall 
as a kilogiwn can reach aurocaralytic critcalatv with water pre.tent. In varying degrees, all categories of waste containing 
fissile actinkie appear to be susceptible to these criticality excursions, including vitrified weapons plutonium research reactor 
and DOE .penr/e, commeria•• uan MOX sypri fuel.

lintroduction 
The long ternm dispoSition of thermally fis.ikl mate

rial (ITM is currently the focus of much national and intema
tional attention, Thesm materials include exceq- weapoans plu.  
Loniumn (w-Pu) and highly enriched uranium JlI.U, from die, 
reducdon in nuclear weapons stockpiles in the U. S. and Rus
sia, naval reactor spent fuel which contains a high concentra
tion of 235U, spent fucl from research reactors containing HEU, 
S!Lzit fucl from commerclal reactors containing plutonium (c
Pu) and other heavy elements such as ncptuniuni, which also 
arm potentially usecful a-s nuelka weapons nUat5 i1l4. Recent 
prominently publicized studic.s• considering the long-term dis
position or w-Plj have. idpintified Several options all of which 
end up with die utatonal in permanent storage deep under
ground. These studies strongly intluenc current U. S. Gov
ernment policy,. The purpose of thk report is to show dial 
underground storage as presently recommended could lead to 
underground autoentalytic cnticality and the uncontrolled dis
pensal ur the TFM with significant nuclear energy releasc and 
possibly nuclear explosions iii dic few hundred ton range.  

The weapons plutonium portion of the TIN is pCr
hapl. of greatest current concern and for this reason 71pU is 
used for the most part in this paper to illustrate the criticality 
risks of underground TrM. The acliml rnnrentntiLon would 
vary with the storage situation. For the option oi vitrification 
of the plutonium followed by storage in deep boreholcs, the 
National Academy of Sciences study on plutonium disposi
tion' considers a comcentration of up to 10 by weight so dtat 
abuw.silicate cyllndrical log 50-cm in diameter and two meters 
long would contain about 100 kg of plutonium. A single log of 
this material would he substantially auc.iuii.d owing to ge
ometry and neutron poison. Other storage form-s of the w-Pu 
also would contain suh•tntianl ammnnts of fisqile material.  
MOX spent fuel assemblies for w-P•u dcstruction would con
tain 18 kg each3 and several of these might be stored together.  
It w-Pu were simply vitrified with high level waste at2% mass 
fraction, the w-Pu mass would be 44 kg each 3 in logi of 3 m 
length ajud 0.6-in diameter.  

In order to keep the costs of preparation for storage 
and For actual empln•emont unde-rground of T'1M low, avd tu 
make tie repository storage site small, there would be pressure 
to store the TFM in concentnirul bLit still safely subcritical 
amounts. Suberiticality would also be enhanced by the inclu
sion of neutron poisons and by choosing geometrv and corn-

position such that only fast neutrons could be effective in propa
gating a dcul icaclio.  

Even without poisons, w-Pu in these amount and in 
theL configuration would be subcritical. The reason i tLinit 
the neut rmns do not have a chance it) moderate in the rock be
fore leaving the w-Pu and rannnt find the w-Pn after modera 
tion. However, once containment has been breached and the 
'IPM is flee to disperse in the underground matrix containing 
goo'd mnoderators such as water and rock in various propor
tions, critical configurations are possible which may have posi
LIVC to- negative teedback features.  

Feedbsck positive and ncgadhe 
Many factors influence criticality such as aniountL of 

fissile malitril, water, other moderating material, roison, the 
configuration, and resonance behavior. Poisons can he very 
important but their pbysical propertics such as schQilhility and 
boiling point will in general be substantially different from t' 

Sthe fissile material. In the view of the authors, poisons 'na 
;iot be a reliable means of preventing criticality over the long 
termn Theeffects ofresonances can be significant only it'there 
arc laugc avilunus of -"5li or "'2Th present, which is otten not 
dhe case for "'TM. The relative concentrations of fissile mate
riral, water, and other moderator such as rock aic 01Ve uest iu.  
portant factors and these can be analyzed for positive or nega
tive feedback on criticAity using Figs. I and 2.  

Fig. I shows the criticality conditions for several vol
utmes of different radii with almost any mixture of 239Thu, wxnr 

and SiO2 surrounded by a Sin,2 reflector. 'The calculations were 
done using the MCNP code. SiO 2 at a density of 2.2 approxi
miates to a remaonable degree the nuclear properties of rock.  
'The figure gives the mass fraction of plutonium on the ordi
nuto and mole fraction of walcr and SiO2 ii die Aibs.issa. Tere
fore for point 6 in the figure, Pu makes up I % of the sphere 
mass. 'The remainder of the material in the sphere expresiid in 
mole fraction is 20 % water and S0 % SiQý. A system lying on 
the left ordinate has no SiO 2 in it. A system on the right ordi
nate would have no water. A system with mass frnation of 
plutonium or one (not ihown on the figure) would be pure plu
toniurn.  

T'he curves show critical honmogenous mixtures for 
SiO 2, rflucted aphorcs with radii iF 2:1, 50, 100, and 2(X) cn.  
Mixtures of a given radius which lie above the curve are 
sutUeitical: t- lri, below arc smuhritied. Obviously materi a
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Figaeu i. Exrample of positivu and negativc feedback foilkowing udtergruund critiatky. Criticality curves are given for 
spherical volumes of rnditav 25, 50, 100, and 200 cm for mixtares of 23 9 pu. water and SiO2 reflected by SiO2. The ordinate is 
the weight fraction of 2".Pu in the sphere.. A frnat-rhvlf J.O moans the .v-.tne ý" purc plutonium. Thr absci~• u . h•e molar 
fraction of water or SiO2 in the rest of the volume. A sy.tem lying on the left hand ordinate contains no SiO 2. A system lying on 
the right ordinate contains no water Systems of a given radiu.s with coton.itian lyinj; above 11w line for that radius arc 
supercritical; those lying below are Y;ibcrifica. 7herefore only ;ystems lying below the line can he placed in the repository.  
Systems which reach criticality where the slope ot'these cnries a•ji negative havc positive feedback and are therjore auto cata
lytc. Sy.mem- whk t reach crihicallry where the slope of the cuwvt is positive will have negative feedback

cannot be implanted underground as supercritical material, so 
all initial suhcritical arrangenenns of a given radius are local
below the criticality curve. Over time one must expect that the 
relative concentrations (if water, rock and fissile material could 
change and some ot these changes could lead to critica'iLy. It 
is widely believed that upon reaching criticality all systems 
will rvcort to sulL;titiality by natural meas of negative f:cd 
hack. One of the principal purposes of this paper is to show 
that the fccdhack can be either nogativc or positiv; and to ou,
line means to distinguish between thcc two possibilities. The 
main fcedhack mechanisms illustrated in ihe fieur; .Trr water 
ejection and 111M dispersal. With regard to water ejection, 
indicated in Pig.1 by a horizontal move to the right, ifthe 
system reaches criticalily at a point where rhe curves have a 
negative siope, the system will have posaivf.edhack and could 
thereforr he aurocatulyt:, if the ysrem reaches criticality at a 
point where the curves show a poxitive slope, the system wil! 
have negative foodback and will he Yelf-limiting ur .rff-terii
nating. While the figure is only valid for spherical geometry, 
the critcria illustrated are relevant to many critical ihap'xs. We 
illustrate these criteria hy examining six conditionw labeld• in 
the figure as A through F.

Cas e A (negative feedback) 
Nearly all TPM would be cmpltccd as day 14LWteiiul 

and therefore will initially lie along the right (SiO 2) ordinate.  
If we consider the cnrve for 50 cin, we see that the mma& frac 
tton of 139Pu mixed with SiO 2 must be less than about 0.065 or 
the system would he critical ,pon implantatioon. The case A 
examined here is for a loading of a weight fraction of 0.044, 
corresponding to about 50 kilograms of 2-"Pu, which is well 
tblow the dry critical mass ot (U kg ot 2-"Pu for a radius of 50 
ern. If water enters this system, it wilt itiove horizontally to 
the left until it rwache wet criticality at a watdi mule fraction 
of about 2 % (0.6 % mass fraction). The system will generate 
fission energy, with hA. power density depending on the ra 
dius, until water near the center is converted to steam which 
then drives the water out of the system. If the water expulsion 
is complete, the system returns to its starting point on the nrdi
nate. The itext incursion of water will cause the same process 
and this could continue indehmnitely so long as •t 50 kg of 
TEM remains within de 50-cm radius. Thi& phenomenon is 
similar to that of the Oklo y~stcm. 11n; OkbU natural reactor' 
in Gabon, Africa is frequently cited as an underground critical 
system which oWAtird f-r about nme mill !on yca•c. n;4 wtu a
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deposit of high grade uranium which existed at a Lime when 
the natural isotopic composition of uranium was about-3.7% 
215U. before it decayed to the lirt".,snt 0 7%. Criticality was 
initiated when waterentered the system. The fission heat boiled 
the water away taking the system to subcriticality until the next 
incursion of water- The average power of that system was 20 
kilowatts. Olko is a gocd example of the effects of negative 
reactivity feedback, 

Cave' 1? (negcgtive feedback) 
Water in small amounts in the rock can give rise to 

smvallir critical masme. than either watpr or rock alonc. From 
Fi gI for the 50-cm radius case, we find the critical mass of 
2
3;Ujwith water alone is 4 kg; with rock only the -arnoimt is 80 
kg; for 20% mole fraction of water in rock die critical mass is 
only 3 kg. If some of the TFM should leave its original im
plantation site and began to migrate to a new volume with 50
cm radius and containing 8 % mole fraction of water ( 2.4 % 
mass fittutitii), the system would start at point 13 and move 
vertically in the figure. Mechanisms for migration could be as 
simple an water carrying plutonium oxide particles and ilepos
king them suusewhere else. When a plutonium mass fraction 
of 0.008 had ae•.mmtrl,, dI, corresponding to a mnass of about 9 
kg in the 50-cm radius, the configuration would become crib
cal and start generating heat. The expulsion of the water hy 
fission heat would however move the system to the right and 
therefore to suberiticality. As long as no further dispersion of 
ite 2-'9 u occurred, the system could move horizontally into 

and out of criticality indefinitcly following rpcatcd incurSions, 
of water.  

Case C (posirhie feedback) 
Although water is generally known to be a bctasr 

moderator thanrock. the infinite medirnn TFM densiLy to main
tain subcriticality in rock i. SmLdler tha1n in water This is a 
consequence of the capture cross sections for the. rock which is 
about 0.255 barns per molecule compared to 0.66 barns per 
molecule for water, the different molecular densities for these 
two materials, and the fact that the energy Ions per collision is 
not a relevan parnmeter for a large volume calculation. ' 
horrme "PM frnm one or more original idiplaptdLuti sits• shotL .  
migrate to a 200-cm iadius volume where the mole fraction ci 
water wAI I i 9r, the system would start at point C aid rnovc 
vertically until the system went critical at a mass cencentra
don of 0.001. This corresponds to about 70 kg of -'<•Pi in the 
2-m radius 70-ton sphere. When this system becomes critical 
and the heat begins to drive the watcr out, the system also ferevs 
to the right but in doing so it drives itself to higher criticality 
reaching its highest criticality in a dry supercritical state. The 
authors ate nOzt awic dies such a situation and consequence 
have been recognird before.  

Cave D (positive feedback) 
The accumulation of plutonium in a sphere (if 1(0

cm radius with water present as a 23 % mole fraction will stop 
when criticality is reached at 15 kg. This system is also in a 
region of negative slope on the criticality curve so that the sys
tern autoCatalytically drives itself to the right. T'h1is case has 
the intcere.ting feanueO dOu expulsion of the water eventually 
can take the system subcritical after the molc fraction ot water 
has decreaisd to about /I %,.  
Case E (positive fet.%., ck) 

This case illustrates another autncatAlylic rcmdition 
which is simply approached somewhat differently It illustrates 
the deposition of plutonium in wet media to overtitoderated

sul,•cik:a[ concentrations of Fissile material tollowed by dry
ing of the system. As the system dries, it reaches autocatalytic 
criticality. Fo~r the 200-can riadius systeiis (lhuge systCms) this 
type of supercriEicality can happen with any ratio of water to 
rock since, the sdlre is alwayh negative. For the smaller .yb
tems this danger is present for a wide range of water concen
trations. Examplcs of this case are unut restric"-td to innilvr
ground phenomena. The Chernobyl disaster is an example of 
this Case E condition. This reactor was well moderated by 
graphlite. Water was present for heat removal and, in the pres
ence of the large amount of graphite in this very large reactor, 
the modeLatun fiontsdtu of the water was not important at ;roni 
the aeutron economy prs'peCtive it Served mainly as a poison.  
Malfunction otf the control system led to "drying out" by un
controllable boiling and the system became autocatalyfic and 
destroyed itself.  

Case 1 (positive feedback) 
The critical curve for a 25-cm radius is interesting 

primarily for the small amount of material which could be
come aucocaLalytic. For the point 1' i a mole fraction oi 0.4, 
the system is• awtocatalytic at a plutonium mass of less than 1 
kg. Nearly the same mas of pluttiduiu has negative feedback 
for a molar fraction of 0.5. At a mole fraction of 0.2, where thc 

ii. is oI water and SiC 2, in the sphcreoare about equal, the sy.
torn is distinctly autoeatalytic with res•pcct to water ejection 
with even smaller amounts of plutonium. A.s lix' radios tinder 
consideration becomes smaller, the region of negative slope 
(autocutalytic condition) becomes smaller aid the magnitude 
of the slope decreases as well- For radii smaller than about 20 
cm, the slope of the criticality curve is always positive and the.  
fcudlcaek adway. negative regardless of the rock-to-water ra
tio.  

Case A (revisited) 
[a thc, preumce of substantial conecntratiows of plu

tonium (case A), the plutonium can bh dispersed by repeated 
water-steam expulsions, and the system can become critir.,l 
with less water present. If sufficient "-9Pu is present. the dis
persion of plutonium can take the system to dry criticality at 
largier plutonium radius, at the lo.atioti of emplacement. The 
situation is more clearly illustrated in Fig.2, where the radius 
of the spherical ciitical wiijus for 5(1 kg of 2-- PU is shown fui 
vwious molar fractions of water and rock represented y SiO 2 , 
T'te !hdtled area of the curve is the region of mupercritieality 
and therefore denotes mixtures for which emplacement is imi
possible. The unshaded area reprr1sents suberitical regions 
where emplacement can be made. As a practical matter it 
would seem that most emplacements would be as dry material 
and therefore would he made along the right ordinate. In that 
case, the radius of containment for 50 kg of 5'zPu must be be
MCtwet 20 and 10 cm as shown by the points H and J or with a 
radius greater than 20 cm. Thec 'ear" on the right ordinate is 
larger for smaller amounts of fissile maturial, The tId:evntt1 
transitions for tohi situation are either horizontal (water ingress 
or ejection) or downward in the Fig, ire (T'PM dispersal to larger 
radii and lower concentrations).  

The farther the systems move into the supvrcriticaliky 
region, the greater kd,-. Therefore the region on the right ordi
nate between points J and K represents a region of supercnti
cLdity with thc maxinium value about hall way in between, If a 
system reaches point K and conditions are such that the pluto
niuon is driven by fission hcat through the tcxk, the system is 
dry autocatalyetic. Any dry system emnplaced with a configura
(ion between H and I when rwposed to water could work it-
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way down ut K. Th. is. illnstraied by 10 
ihe zigzag line in the "ear" lying on 
the ordinate. An initially dry systein 

is shown with a radius of 50 cm (point 
A.). The incursion of water would move 
the system to the left until it became 
critical at about a water mole fraction 
of 5 %. Upon the generation of fission 
heat, the system would expel .some or 
all of the water and move perhaps all Z IOU 
of the way back to the ordinate. Incur- S 
sion of water will start the process 
again. This could go on itdefinitely, 
but it seems likely that aventually the 
plutonium would he spread by these 
criticaity excursions and that the ef
fective radius of the phitonium would 
grow. In that case the relurn to dry
ness would not be exactly horizontal, 
but would exhibit a slight downward 0.1 
ilop. If the plutonium were not car- 1-20 0.6 
ricd away (perhaps to one of the con
ditiono illustratcd in Fig. 1), the :ys
tern would eventually he carned by 
these repliAted VxV1,r~innS down to Figure 2. Cridieali4 
point K where it could become dry au. reflector. The ordb 
tocatalyfic. Incremental dispersion nod abscissa is the nolar 
the associated incremental increase in region identifies regi 
k1, leads to a slow approach tw criti- gions atd rprejrnt 
cality by several routes. However the Systems whtCh undC 
plutonium could be. dispersed suddenly. negative feedback as 
Theso 111;trnvilia, could be natural 
events .uch ar. volcanic action, earthquakes, or more modes.  
geologic AhiftW, They could be mant-made events also, 3uch a.s 
well drilling, mineral exploration, or attempts at recovery (if 
the buried material. High concenlrsinim• aF niirlpnr interial 
might be attractive sites for acts of malicious human intent as 
wcll.

Another way of describing the situation illustrated in 
Fig. 2 is that after TITM dispcrTl in the surrounding ntlmelvt
ing medius (Sit 2) Lhe neutrons can rcach more nearly ther
mat energies, for which their reaction cross sections tie much 
higher than those in the original undeiat(Acti dti. syteuAt. ,jid 
the same mass can therefore heu)Tne mtmpercritical. Tihk situa
finn is iIlusttnated in Fig. 3 which shows an inner sphere of Sin 2 

with density of 2.2 containing 75 kgof -9 Pu immersed in an 
infinite medium of SIO-. When the 9Pu is confined to the 50
cm radius, tle system is comfortably subrintical at kff = 0.85.  
However if the same 75 kg of material were spread uniformly 
into the surrounding Sin 2, it would pass through criticality at 
about 100 m and reach a maximum kr of 1.12 at about 150 
.tiCU. Tw ihavitir iN illustrated further in Fig. ,I wlhre the 

value for kff is given for "'-9Pu in W:02 in asTherical geometry 
:w a function of radiuwi for two masses of 2 'Pu. Thc value of 
kZ is approximately at its minimum at a radius of about 50 cm 
and reaches its maximum at about 150 cm. O(rwi the 4ystnm 
passes through criticality and starts to generate significant en
ergy, the 23% is expcctcd to further disperse, most pmbabty 
as a result of vaporizaion, as described in Appendix A. Be
case the system is characterized by positive feedback, it could 
drive iteif by disp.iuin to wn atuccleratod energy release with 

significant nuclear yield. Tlhe situation is in marked contrast 
to criticality accidents on the ca'th's. r.urface which ure termi
nated by explosive dispersion of the material after the yild 
has reached about a kilogram of high explosive qumivilrnt if
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wre is the radius of the volume cuntaining the pluronium. The 
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ons of supeicriticality. The odter regionv are the subcritical re
thuwe subcridcal mitures which could be played undergroundt 
"go rearrangements taking them to citicality can hm,e posilive or 
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Figure 3. The incrma, ia Ikff wi dispersion. Initially 75 
kilogramts of 2-'pu stored mtnderground in a one meter diam
eler sphere of Si0 2 would be nmfenrmably subcritical with k,., 
- 0.87. As die planiumas is dispersed intr the surrotnding 
rock. k 4 grows and when it has dispersed with uniform denvity 
to 150 Pm radius., k.gha risen to 1.12,
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other facLors dunt Iact to cause a more benign eveni. Nuclear 
excursions are self-terminating above ground but can hescll- 100 kg 23lum 
t:mail uit.ilce g un1i.tk.is u.d. ... .......l.  

1he transition to high kf for the overmoderated wet 
systems (cases C. D, E. F in Fig. I) is a much simpler process, 
with the reduction of water concentration first by warming and 4 
then by conversion to Rsanm.  

The usual negative feedback mechanisms present in ... .... . .

nuclear reactors (fuel temperature coefficient, moderator tem
perature coefficient) are either unavailable or relatively small, 
so the previously described situations might indeed "run away" 
with appreciable probability and release significant energy. Tiis 
energy release can be rapid, and the generation of nuclear yields 
in the hundreds of tons of high explosive exquiv ,alet uiiu miLt I ,e 1W 
ruled out. 10a41mso thJ

Est.mates of Explosive Yield 
Once a system has become prompt critical, the fis

sion energy yield will increase approximately exponentially 
until the energy generation is terminated by some phybical 
change in the bystem. .,bove ground. this mechanism could be 
disassembly resulting from the nuclear energy generation after 
it had reached a level of a kilogram or so of high explosive.  
Underground however, the fissile material is confined and sur
rounded by rather gooxd modcrating material and this dia.x
sembly mechanism is not available.  

The rxmn's. nf thi rconFinid explosion is determ'uned 
by the characteristics of the surrounding medium and is de
scribed in sorme detail in Appendix B. The fission chain reac
ion can be terminated either because of expansion of the sys
tem or from an increase in temperature or both together. The 
surrounding rock first acts to contLne the excursion aw the en
ergy builds up. If the rock is taken to he solid Si02, tuff, or 
granite, the totk LN ma1li,1 stiff until Lie prtssure nears 30 01a 
(0.3 megabars). As this pressure is approached, these materi
als undergo a phase changc with an asr.ociated increaoa in ,en 
sity by a factor of about two. The compression of the sur
rounding rock provides expansion space For the snpercrirical 
mixture.  

Abouit 10% of the energy gencr-med gAtC- into com
pression of the rnk. The main portion is spent in heating the 
gaseous rock. For systems containing about 100 kg oi lFM 
with I /v depeindence of absorption cross sections, the tempera
lure of the gas, when it becomes subcritical, is about 4 eV. The 
totnl energy generated in the expansion phase by the tILe 
system passes to suberiticality is 1.x1 joules or about 0.3 
k-ilotnn.; If the energy generation rate is slow enough, the sys
tern might expand before reaching the 30 GPa level in which 
case the yield could be substantially lower as explained in Ap
pendix B. In a fission nuclear weapon the temperature gener
ated is much higher but the mass much smaller than the tons of 
rock in the sphere, so tihe yiclds can tb roughly ol tJr same 
size even though the temperature is lower in the rock. The 
conditions under which the system Lcaetlc.x. uliitfllity have 
been confirmed by Monte Carlo calculations to he close to those 
re-nimateAx inAppendix 3 analytically and therefore we believe 
that the nuclear yields projected here are confirted to about a 
factor of twoA, 

If other batches of fissile material were buried within 
about 4-5 meters of the original site, the other batches would 
probably be vaporized and disp'ered by Uih heat or" hssion iteu
trons released by the first explosion and could therefore he 
driven supercrideal with probable subseuntcA exphlusiuns. Even 
though the average €oncentration of the fissile material might 
be mall in an underground rtnrage facility with the fissile

Figure 4. The change in ke with dispersion, The situation 
shown in Fig. 3 is preserted in more detail here wtere curves 
of k,ff vs radius of dispersion in spherical geomjetry are given 
for masses of S0 and 1()0 kg of 2'9Pu in Siu, 2 of density 2.2 gI 
cm3. h is assumed that the plutonium loading is unifomn in the 
a/yheru arul the. tenmperuure Is taken uo be 25 degrees Celsius.  
R; is important .o note that these curves have a positive slope 
as the sy.stem.first passes through critiralhtr Once criricaliiy 
is reached, the fission heat generated could vaporize the pits
tonitwn and mad tofurther di.rpirrinn and higher critcality 
Such a system therefore would be autocalantic.  

material well separated at discrete sites, supercriticality at one 
sie could spread throughout the storAge facility.  

An additional case of importance arises if die waste 
were to rearrange itself into an extended slab geometry. Such 
geometries are characterized by large length- and width- to 
thickness ratios, such that neutron leakage from the lateral ar
cas is small comparcd to the leakage fai',am time lwtge exteiilejd 
sorfaces. The analytial approximation for these geometries is 
the infinite plane source. For this situation there is only leak 
are from the two extended surfaces of the source, and the final 

ld per kilogram of T1M can be substamitially higher Ihun fcw 
tae sphere. In addition, as is shown in Appendix B, the leak
age does not increase as the density decreases, Therefore only 
the temperature ris and the as.sociated neutron spectral shift 
will increase the leakage and terminaL Jic energy generation 
from an autocatalytic critical excursion. For an extended rock 
slab of thiknes 2 meters and for a fissile material density of 3 
kg of 2-wPu per cubic nictor, the temperatur riees to about C 
eV with energy generation of about 50 tons per kilogram of 
TFM. T]he reas-on Ihl IN-" en,ergy generation per kilogram of 
fissile material can be so much larger for the plane than for the 
sphere (3 tons per kilogram of TFM), even though the tem
peratures are nearly the same (4 vs. 6 eV), is the difference in 
the mass of rock participating. For th. 1-mreter radius sphere 
containing t00 kg of TFM the rock mass contained is about 8 
all whereas for the slab the same amount of fissile material is 
dimtrihuted in A rock mass, that is about ten tines latuc,• 

Weapnms.grsmda phmtnninm and real rook 
Tn the previous analysis, pure 2'•Pu was used as rep

resentative of TFM. While this is a gcxxl approximation for 
high enrichment uranium fuel (almost entirely U), in reality, 
plutonium almost always is accompanied by a significant com
ponent oC2 4•=u, This isotope exhibits a resonance at 1.05 eV 
which ;s more than 100,000 b high at its peak. It operates as a 
trap to rm.nutrons moderating down tU them owill energy. The trap

Wo %WIWI]
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is very efficient for dry systems, where neutrons lowe a small 
fraction of their energy Cot each co"ltiiora and therefore cannot 
easily bypasus the resonance on their way to thermalization. The 
effect of the resonance is to significantly reduce the possibility 
for undermodctated criticality for w-Pu in dry systems. How
ever the half-life for 2tAPu is 6,600 yeas whereas tie r'"Pu 
decay rate is about four times slower, and the daughter product 
of 24'u is 236U, which does not exhibit the same rcsonance 
bhatvioL 'Ibeirfore Liz longer wcapo>ns-gradc plutmniun re
mains. in permanent storage, the higher will be tht risk of a dry 
spontaneous supereridiealky event. After 25(0)0 years weap
ons-grade plutonium will be functionally equivalent to 22 l-P.  
In the same period of 'm' lhv plutionrim cont.ined in ,.anr 
fuel (spent fuel standard isotopic composition) will be trans
Cormed by decay into weapons-grade plutonium. TX-cay even
tually will convert w Pu and c-Pu into almost pure TNM.  

Small quantities of water or other hydrogcn- -aring 
materials in the rock medium could lead to a bypass ot the 
Sresonance and therefore significantly lessen its negative 
efrJa Lni till 0n plutotiuua iaeIti'vaJy. The fraction of energy loss 
by a neutron in hydrogen in fact is very large so that the prob
ability ufa neutron ckUesping CapLun in the _.05 eV ;*0Pu reso 
nance in between hydrogen collisions can be very high.  

Another simplilication introduced in the paper iS the 
use of pure SiO2 as representative of rock. In reality rock can 
have widely different compositions, as shown in Table I While 
the moderation propcrties of most r•cks are very sumilar, some 
rock constituents have lower cross-sections thua silicon, such 
as calcium or carbon. while other possible constituents have 
higher cross-sections, such as sodium and potassium. The ef
fects of trace clements with high cross scctionn, such as rare 
earths, are usually negligible. Considering the composition of 
hNev.wsdi nff (Topopah Spring ruft), the overall thermal croc
section for neutron absorption is about 50% larger than for pure 
SiO 2 , which takes us to the conclusion that 50% larger quanti
ties of TM would be needed when Sid 2 is replaced by the 
Topopah Spring tuff to reach the same eonditions.  

Application to specific W-Pu diqpoition options 
Spntan<c)usz uprrenticatity could be a significant 

concern for any of the plutonium and other mTM disposition 
proposalf now uinder vomsiderltinon which reqluire permanent, 
unattendcd underground storage.  

Deep borehole storage 
"This proposal' would involve the emplacement al plu-

Table 1. Composition of Several Underground Media

Compound Westerly 
Granite 

SiO) 73,9 
A120 3  14.9 
H20 0.0 
K20 4.5 
CaO 3.3 
MgO 0.0 
FeO 2.0 
C02 0.0

ttlu, p10i1 dlbly witi ariicairion into borcholcs of about 5Q
cm diameter at a depth of 20(K) to 4000 meters so that a linear 
array of cask, would be placed one above the othtr. They would 
be separated by suitable filler material. Perhaps 50 tons of w 
Pu would be. placed in nne cuw.h hbfil It the casks were two 
meters long and each contained 100 kg of w-Pu, 500 such casks 
would be required. We have sen that yields of up to about 
several hundred tons could conceivably result from the auto
catalytic explosion of 100 kg of buried w-Pu in this form. The 
resulting heat would vaporize all material within about an 8- to 
10-meier diameter, possibly initiating explosions of the samnc 
>.ze in the w-Pu above or below the first t'lAhoivo, with fur
ther coupling possible.  

Geologic storage of w.u, lIEU, naval spent fuel and research 
reactor spent fuel 

Geologic storage of these materials as canisters of con
centrated material in a rectangular planer array would carry a 
risk of spontaneous explosion. The first spontaneous explo
sion could propagate to other emplacements in the array, if the 
emplacements are not well separated. If the average density of 
fissile material were hfigh enough, the infinite slab geometry 
could bo approached, and the autocntalydie criticality for this 

case could result in much larger yiclLS per kilogram than pos
sible for isolated avcnl't 

Desructmion by underground nuclear detonation 
A Russian group7 has proposed the destruction of the 

nuclear weapun stockpile by placing a number of weapons 
underground and destroying them with a nuclear explosion.  
The practical hiplementation oif this would probably include 
sCVYL1] t tliC of w-PU f•o Wh ilUI uearU" detoaaUon. Instead or 
the wv-Pt being trapped In fused rock as suggested hy the Rus
gian group, an alternative prospect would bo that the plut(
nium would be vaporized and dispersed into the surrounding 
medium. If criticality were reached in one or morm lIoarnijo• 
after this dispersal, the autocatalytic behavior could be initi
ated. The yield from the event therefore might be much largeir 
han anticipated.  

G-epologic storage of reactor spent twl 
From the spontaneous criticality perspective, under

ground storage of commercial Spent Cut;l d;ul Ine donc JfOlY 
ever the short term for either a thermal or a fast spectrum be
cause the amount (F 238,1" poison present in the fuel is so largo 
and, if the system is dry, because of the presence of 240PN, The 
plutonium and uranium however could separate over time since 
the uranium solubility in an oxidizing environment is aboul 
300 times higher than that for plutonium. Furthermore, tie 
2 %u has a 6,600 year half life and in two half lives the pluto
nium isotopic composition will approximate the isotopic com
position uf w-Pu and thie criticadity risk for stored material will 
become larger as more time passes. Water infiltration could 
further reduce the ffeootivanoar. of the 240Pu poison and dte 

mass ofTFM that could become autocatalytic. Eventually the 
amount of c-Pu turned into w-Pu would be much larger than 
the 50- I(X) tons of w-Pu presently requiring disposition. There
fore in the long term, after the canister integrity is lost, reactor 
spent tuel could be subject to the autocatalytic criticality sce
narios described in the paper.  

Sunmlary 
Ag; long as the canisters containing thermally fi5sile 

material maintain their integrity, underground criticality is eCt 
a concern. When the canisters have heen hremched nnd ItKh

6 i , I 1i ir )111 A i i,ý - Z: 0
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fissile material loosened an.d rearranged, spontaneous critical
ity with positive feedback is possible- If the feedback is rapid, 
explosions of significant nuclear yield cmi Nt-ru, T1er. main 

points can be summarized as follows: 

1. Criticality underground is no,, always characterized 
by negative feedback; situations with positive feedback can 
readily be reached if the TFM migrates from its tnginal em
placement to a new geometry or locaLion.  

2. Both wet and dry autocatalytic conditions are pos
sible, with TIM quantities in the kiluigrani range behaving 
autocatalitically in some wet scenarin, 

3. The autocatalytic feature of bunred w-Pu, IIEU, 
naval spent fuel, and spent research reactor fuel could givc rise 
to sequential ignitions when this concentrated nuclear material 
is stored in an extended array.  

4. A simple means of roughly estimating the yiekl 
from autocoidalytie phenomena is doscribcd which does not re

quire detailed information on the cxplosion time history and 
imteriAl rqnxlmifl of Jtnqtp 

5. The maximum yields for the sphere containing I W,1 
kg of TFM and for the infinite slab geometries were estimated 
respectively at 3 and 50 tons per kg of TFM, with the yield for 
the slat heing relatively insensitive to the equation of state, 

6. Ter 'ole of the 1 cV rcsjnance in 2"'Pu as a tempo

rar-y (6.600 yeaw half-life) barrier to commercial spent fuel spon
taneous superentucality ii pointed out. The barrier lurgcly dis

appears if water is present in the storage mediua.  
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AppendixA. The approach to criticality for 
tidermoderated systems 

The intention here is only to show that p'tLpt eriti
caliiy Is possible rather than to treat the subject compreben
-. vcly. After sufficient time has pass.ed for the emplacement 

c ..istwr to lots its intwgrity, water will enter the canimiici aid 

start the dissolution of the vitrified material. The glass will 
:lready be. thoroughly cracked at emnplacement a a conmequance 

of the cooling process and has no structural integrity in itself, 
ir having been held together by the Canistet.l, The water will 
penetrate throughout the vitrified mass and dissolution of the 
contents of the contained will commence, Some solubili6es at 
abvout 300 K are listed in table Al.  

The B201 in the horosilicate glass is 100 times more 
v.clublc than the SiO 2, and SiOG and B20.1 are several orders of 
magnitude more soluble that PuQ2. Therefore the water will 
move through the crancka preforontially retmoving the boron first 
and then the SiO2 .  

The ýolluhilitirm far water if it wexr silicate-uaturatwd 
would be Lower than the above solubilities if the vitrified plu
tonium were at the same temperature as the surrounding rock.  
However the decay heat of the plutonium will warm the water 
entering the vitrified mass bringing the silicate to an unsatur
ated condition. The 3203, which makes up about 15 % of the 
mass of the glass will be leached away muzh faster than the 
Si)- 2 and the preferential Ickt.7hiug uf the B203 will d-e.,t.oy the 
structural integrity of the glass. After a significant portion of 
iti' R201 (and SiOK) has b-en lc•whed away, the vitritied trai-m 
might taqkee on a spongy character with substantial voawnc avail

able for water and the mas, will reach criticality upon water 
ingress.  

A rise in temperature averaged over the mass of the 
sphere would cause a larger rise in the water temperature at the 
center, since the power density in a uniformly loaded sphere 
ýCpend&. strongly on dwt ztdius. ThM result would be stcram 

generation starting near the center and a possibly violent ex
pulsion of a watcr and saeam mixture to the nutlide of the vit 
rifled mass, especially for systems that do not contain signifi-
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cant fractions of resonance ah.s£ HT'hr auch wi .NJ. This would 

be repeated periodically as water reentered tie system. The 
't, r.st~tLrulrrA. itrr. kaluldSI i'rrniinly fhirihrr rr:4ki•g of Ihf vit

rified material perhaps eventually taking it to powder, loss of 
integrity of the surrounding rock by the reeated stcamn hurss 
possibly converting it to rubble, and more rapid dissolution of 
the plutonium-hearing mass.  

Once the undissolved l'u0 2 is treed by the disappear
ance of the boron and part of the glass, it might be carried out 
Of the viuifL "J"U= und itLU die t:. LA LiS ulltd ubblI" hy the dI.NtCU1 

bursts. Some of the plutonium might be carried witl lithe water 
to the bottom of the glass-containing cavity or olsewhere pos 
sihly leading to the criticality described for cases C, D, E, F in 
Fig. 1. Some of it could however disperse in the cracks and 
rubble surrounding the original site.  

A luststeam burst might carry enough additional phi
tonium into the rock to establish dry prompt supercridcality.  
A much larger reactivity increment might also occur at any 
time as a result of sudden collapse of the glass cylinder onto 
itself following ctosion of a substantial portion of its volume.  
At thih point the autocatalytic criticality could proceed towards 
explosive energy release, if the feedback mechanism is fast 
enough- Vparinzafion could mobilixe the plutonium to the point 
that such releases are possible.  

Ilie plutonium should not be unilhr-rnly distributed in 
the rock, but rather dispersed in many cracks. Only about 1/20 
of the energy of the fission is carried by the neutrons and this 
component is deposited in the rock in the moderation process.  
"The bulk of the energy is deposited by the fission products in 
the plutonium and its immediate vicinity. The ratio of pluto
nium mass to the mass of rock is about 1/50. The heating rate 
for the plutonium could then be up to 50 X 20 = 1000 tmLc, 

faster than for the rock and lead to plutonium vaporization well 
hefon, rhit %,i,-rnIing ri:ok is he.qteAd ppre-Ciably We there
sire believe that plutonium varzation in these circumstances 

is possible. Depending on the degree of vaor(•.zation and the 
velocity with which the plutonium disperses through the cracks 
in the surrounding rock matrix, the small negative temperaturc 
coefficient (calculated to be -1 x 1I15/ tOI or the relevant con
ditions) might not he ahle to counterbalance the reactivity in
Treae due to the dispeciou of the plutonium in the ic.; li 10'L 

Fig. 4, the value for kfr would increase by about 0.0025 per cm 
of spreading. If each degree of heating in the mck c(rrcKx)nds 
to a pluhnmiuTn temperature increase of 1000 K, then the pluto
alum volume could vaporize after only a few-degree increase 
in rock temperature. Atwo-fold increase in volume corresrmnds 
to an increase of up to 20% for the dispersion radius of pluto
nium in the rock. For a sphere of 50 cm in radius, this would 

cause k, to go ap froi slightly above I to I.(125. even in
cluding tie effects or the negative temperature coefficient 

In urder fur the generated energy to he explosive in 
nature, the time =ctdo of the driving mcchanimr (increase in 
kgr) would have to be comparable to the energy generation 
time scale. The energy generation constant (e-folding time)

for those systcms is on the order of onc mitliiteond, so that a 
plutonium expansion velocity in SiQ2 of about 100 ,Irs could 
bring about a kzf-of 1.1 in within very few c-'olding times for 
the case of 100) kg of 239N1 . These values for the cxprnsiuon 

velcitv might indeed be possible in the prcscncc of such pro
nounced overall positive reactivity feedbacks, 
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Appendix B. Explosive Yield 
Once the system has become prompt critical, the fis

sion energy yield will increase appruximately exroncntially 
until the energy generation is terminated by some physical 
changc in the system. Above ground, this mechanism could bc 
disassembly resulting from the nuclear energy generation after 
it had reached a level of a kilogram or so of high explosive.  
,_tidurgiound huw, ever, the fisifile materian is confined and sue
rounded by rather good moderating material, and a disassem
bly mechanism lesding to quick shutdown in principle is not 

available. Other shutdown mechanisms will have to be invokeA 
to terminate the event and the. final yields to be expected could 
be substantially larger dlan for above ground scenarios. To gain 
srnc undcrstanding of the order of magnitude involved, we 
will allettpt to simply evaluate these yields in some idealized 
".ct. relevant conditions. The exponential time constant for f's
,,i w puWt gctctiu, iuvl P is ef.ert]d to as U and the appropriatc 
expression is

(1)P = PutoiC[l).

The quanuty a is generally time dependent and is given by

a= (k.r- ] )/r (2)

where lc& is the neutron multiplication tactor andr is the lite
time for neutrons in the system. For thermal systems, this time 
can be shown to be given by

"r= I•,.v (3)

T.be Al. Sutabililies of relvant nari~als in water a: 300 IK

Material Solubility 
(Mol/liter) 

PuO 2  IV0 
U02 I W .  
SiOý ~ I1(-3 

B201
10"°.8

Reference 

MiCeteLVA2optd WilsonU 
M idhaelt It and widsotrA$ 
Doriv,,d frnm cemppuring solubility of 
U0 2 in wtuer and silicuae-sarurated water 
CCRC Haabook (1.01 grams per 100 mb)

where v is the thermal neutron velocity and Lf is the 
tnacrti)xsopic absorption cross section" for the me
dium. For 100 kg ofP-lPu spread uniformly through
out a one-meter-radius sphere ot Si.) 2, we trnd t , 
100 microseconds. For kff = 1,1, which appears to 
be a typical value fot dluci; supu•;uticuil ,•teuui, 
the value for ot in inverse microseconds is a = I/ 
l OW so that the yield will increaie by the Factor e j n 
i mitlis•cund. The time for soundto move one ntncr 
in SiO,ý is about 200 microseconds so that a one
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meter radius system can udjus4t itself fairly weLt to the incrcas

hag energy dewsition by fission without shock effects.  
The enpurv of ilit- i'nnfnr•d explosion is determincd 

by the characteristics of the surrounding medium- The fission 
chain reaction can be terminated either because of expansion 
or the system or from an increase in temperature. After the 
excursion is launchrd, the termination of the excursion may 
he summarized briefly. The surrounding rock first acts to con
fine the excursion as the energy builds up. lIlthe rock is taken 
to be solid Sin-2, tuZff uL gasaito, the ro•k is rather stiff until the 
pressure approaches about 30GPa (0.3 megabars). As this pres
l'ure is approached, then materials undergo a phie4c change 
with an associated increase in density by a factor of about two, 

The compression of the surrounding rock prnvktht nr
pansion space for the supemrcritical mixture. Eventually the ex
pansion of the system and the increasc in the temperature to
gether cause the neutron leakage to increase and the system to 
cross into subcriticality. In a fission nuclear weapon the tern
perature generated Is much higher but the mass much smaller 
than ex tons of rock in the sphere, so the yieldg can be compa
ruble even though the temperature is lower in the twlk.  

The yield estimation is basedl on a model assuming 
an initini uniform distribution of fissile ma'eria, in SiQz at a 
density of 2.2 with radius a surrounded by rock of the same 
density and composition. Sin 2 is a fairly good approximation 
since it is a major fraction of thc material in soil or rock ef" 
various types and since the lighter elements have very small 
neutron capture cross sections with the exceptions of sodium, 
chlorine, boron, lithium and nitrogen. These more absorptive 
eleinenos ar found only In "mines" such as salt deposits which 
have not been selected for geclogic storage of high-level waste.  
The compositions of several undcxgitund niedia are given in 
]able I. Note that lnestone is primarily CaCO. which has 
lower neutron h•nirpt ion cr-ro section than SiOj, and i. a bet
termoderator. Thefore supercriticality is morc readily reached 
than for the media consisting prmanly of 51iO9. On thc other 
hand, the absorption cross section of Topopah Spring Tuff (Ne
vada rock) is about 50 9* higher than that of SiO 2 and the mod
eration properties of ttus rock and SiUtL are nearly the same.  
For simplicity, SICi is used as a surrogate in this calculation 
for the various types of -ock whitii iiight make up the storage 
medium.  

For the fihsile material quantities and densities and 
for the normal density of SiO2, the likelihoodI of losing a neu
tron by leakage after thernnaization is small . rlowevr 1hr tonw
ing down range fhr a neutron in SiO2 a& normal density is about 
100 cm so that for a 200-cm diameter sphere, there is a sub
stantial loss of fast neutrons before they slow duwn. Each fis
sion in ZPu produces 2.88 neutrons. In order to sustain a 
chain reaction, one of these must be spent in causing fissiun ot 
the next 2Pu nucleus, an additional 0.35 must be spent be
cause the ratio of capture to fission is 0.35. In addition a fe w 
percent of these neutrons are lost to absurption in the Sin 2 so 
that altogether about 50% (if the, Fwsuion neutrons remtin and 
could be lost by leakage while still maintaining critic-.ity. The 
leakage of fast neutrons depends much less on the temperature 
and density of the system than does the loss of mcxlerated neu
trom for which the competition between absorption and leak
age is important. Assuming that half of the neutrons arc tast 
and leak out anyway, the system should become subLritical 
when the leakage of thermal neutrons becomcs significant 
(larger than 20%). We analyze the system as a thermal neutron 
diffusion problem by assuming that All netronm stsrr from the 
center of the sphere and by then calculating the probability of 
20 % leakage. The number of neutrons n(r) that are absorbed

in the spJhciaj i si1 1 of" volume dV at radius r when the flux at 
r is P(r) is given by

n(r)dr = Xadb(r)dV (4)

I. is the macroscopic absorption cross section for the malerial 
in the sphere. The volume element dV is 4crdr and the flax 
in the sphere from a point source of neutrons is given0' by

'P(r) = (S/4xtor)e-'" (5)

whom S i6 the source intensity il e1tutwos pe•r euond, D is Ole 
thermal neutron diffusion aonstant given by 1/3Z-, and Y, is the 
macroscopic sc.attering cross section. The pnrnmeter L is a 
nuclear engineeming term called the diffusion length and is re
lated to the distance a neutron will travel before absorption In 
terms of defined parnmetersn' it is

(6)

Substituting in (5) and (4) and dividing ncr) by S to convert At 
to the probability P(r), we love after integrating from 0 to a the 
probability of absorption of thc thermal neutron iu the bplJuaL 

I(A) = I. . l)e(.t (7) 
"Thc parameter L depends on the scattering cross section in the 
sphere which is independent of the temperature and on the ah.  
sorption cross sections which have a temperature dependence 
in eV of (.025 cVM13fl where 0.025 cV is the starting tempera
ture ot the medium in electron volts. 'llic absorption cross 
section for the 'hFM is that for 2-Pu at thermal energy. Both 

, and , dpend o11 dte aLomic density of the sprhere which 

changeA with the radius a as the sphere uf constant mass. ex
panda. The problem then is to find the radius at which the 
system becomes subcritical- Setting P(a) = 0.80 in (7) gives a! 
L. = 3. If the sphere contains W(K) kg oF TPM in SiC½2 at a 

density of 2.2, we find using 6 combined with a/l = 3 Ihat

a = 271 cm (0.025eVfl)" 1 t (8)

Thererfore for a sphere of vaporized ''M and SiG) 
which expands owing to fission hearing to the temperature T in 
cV conserving SiO2 and T'M mass. 8 g'i ve. die radius at which 
it becomes subcritical. We must consider the equation oF state 
of SiS K )o eatiinlta the temperature. The equation of state also 
will provide the energy density in the. sphere at that tempera
ture so that the fission yield when the system enters 
subcciticality can he obtained by multiplying the energy per 
unit ma•s hy the total mass in the sphere.  

"The phase diagram for granite is shown0 in Fig.Bl, 
The phase diagram for SiC12 and tutl arc similar. The left fig
umc livcs tam pesstwc vs. density for several tempetures,. The 
curve tin the right shows the energy density as a function of 
pressure for various temporaturss. 7he tempuratures in cV mrc 

shown for a few of the curves in the left hand side of both 
upper and lower figures. Upon reaching supeecriiirAlidy in
derground, the system starts out at ambient temperature at a 
density of 2.2. This is shown as the circle in the left figure.  
The system builds up energy so that the TFM is vaporized with 
the rock following soon and the pressure builds. The 1'PM 
would disper.se furtha r into the rock upon vaporitation. For 
the purposes of this calculation it is assumed that the radius of 
the volume containing TFM grows to a aphoro with 100 cm 
radius which, as is shown in Fig.4, is substantially prompt 
supereritical. Tf the pressure reaches 30 G(.P0. (01 mr'shmrs),

L=/3X )•
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the rock completes a phase change to suzikovitc which has a 
density higher by a factor of two than the original rock. Above 
30 (Pa the rock heecuu..S cdileu. %lirf. T'ho. phrn'r rontaining 
"TFM at a temperature of about 0.3 eV becomes a mixed vapor 
of TFM and rock at lower than original density. Since the 
rock outside of the gas is "infinite" in extent, the surrounding 
rock can continue to yield as the fission energy builds creating 
more volume 'the pressure underground does not increase 
above the 30 GPa pressure because at the cxtra space provided 
by the pl'hac UelauBILv uxalrss wmeigy tiwtipliikation is very much 
higherand fasterthan established herefor these large low TFM
dernity systems. The radius of the spherical systam conmtin 
bag fissile matoriudl simply grows larger.  

As the volume and temperature increase, the density 
decreases and the system moves to the left along the constant
pressure horizontal line at 30 GPa pressure. As the system 
expands, the sphere becimns less absorptive and this effect is 
further enhanced by the decreasing cross sections with increas
ing temperature. Expression (8)gives the relationship btween 
tmperature and radius (density) at which the system passes 
into mubcriticality. This point can be obtaincd in a density
temperature relationship by substituting for the radius a using 
the. dimnple rplntionhip b.tween density and radiu, p -po(ay/ 

a)3 where po and au are the initial density and radius. Substi
tuting for a in R to turn it into a temperature-density relation
ship gives 

pIpo (=llt271)NT(tI.025 eV)-ý" (9)

io• 

tO"

10"2 10"1 10 10t 102 

Density (g/cml)

Thi, uuvLte i,;'ttlrviily iM. T is shlaun in the left part oftFig. , 
labeled "Sphere". The curve crosses the 30 GPa pressure line 
at 4 eV where the density is 0.8 g/c=3 and a - 140 cLTn. This i 

the point at which the systems becomes subcritical. 'Ibis usii
Inate from thermal nentron diffiolýrin ihcr-y was confirmed by 
a Monte Carlo calculation for .I 3U, for which k,.r 0.99± 0.03 
was found, The same curve is located in the figu-e to the right 
and also labeled Sphere. The encrgy density is found to be 100 
MI/kg. Multiplying by the mass in the sphere gives 1.2x 1012 

joules. The energy stored in the compressed mass pushed out 
by the incteese in sphere radius from 100 to 140 cm is sindllcrT 
at O.lxl0012 joulct. The total energy generated iU dit; c;pai
sion phase by the time the system pa~sss to .subcriticality is 
therefore. 1.3xl112joulce r about 0.3 kilotons.  

While this is an upper limit value to the actual yield, 
the yield estimate does not depend strongly on the details of 
the phase change. As long as the rate of energy generation ik 
large enough that the system reaches the horizontal line at 30 
GPa before reaching the 4 eV temperature, the yield will he 
the same. However if the energy generation )s too slow, the 
system might never reach the horizontal line. It would innsiead 
intercept the p vs. T curve (Eq. 9) at a lower temperature as 
illustrated by the other path-lines. in Fig. ill. If iL interucpted 
at a temperature of 0.5 eV. the yield would he lower hy a factor 
of ten (30 tons).  

The c-folding time for multiplication in this system is 
about one millisecond so that nearly all of the energy is gener
ated in about 3 milliseconds. The systcm next enters another 
slower energy generation phase during which the hot plasma
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Figure B). Equation of state for rock (Westerly Granite). The figure on the left shows the pressure in gigapascaLs (CPa's) am 
crjhncimticn of the dehy ofSiO2. The differet curves correspond to the different temperatures given in Ketvin on the raght. I eV 

corresponds to 11600 degrees. The temperature in eV for a few of the curves is given just inside the ordinate scale. A pha•e 
chemge to twice the densitV occurs in the SiO2 at a prossure of 30 CPa (0.3 mngabars). Tlzis prcsaurr is shown as2 the horizovtt4l 

line. A ctol supen.trittoal system starts at its normal densiiy of 2.2 (indicated by the circle) and moves verticaUy while expanding 

until it reaches the horizontal line. The change in density at ihis pressure of the surrounding rcek which is ntnintly .VQ. crs'ats, 

space to accommodate the growing nuclear energy yield so thxa the pressure cannot rise higher The system then moves horizon

tally to the left along the contmant pressure line increasing in temperature a• the system expands until the system becomes 
subcritcal pom the combinwaion ojexpansion and temperature increase. The line shown labeled Sphere crosse& the horizontal 

line indicating the density at which a sphere of Si) 2 of original radius 100 cm and containing 100 kg mass vffissile material 
would ben'en7se nd'caiuical. The figure on the right Alhows •he energy density in the mactrial also as afisenani of mass dentry.  

The corresponding point in the right-hand figure is the point of crossing in the upper figure and gives the energy density at 
subcriticolity For the sphre deyscribaed above, enorgy generation stops at 4 cV when the system radius hav grown to 140 cm.  

The energy density in the system is 100 megajoules per kilogram of Si02. The totalfission energy reached at subcriticality is 

about 03 kiloton. The yield from the infinite slab geomvtry ohtuin#,l using thrse rcrves is described in the te.•.
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aecretese rock rom the upherical surf.ce into the plasma In 

creasing its density and cooling it with the result that the cap
turc and the fission cross sections for the materials in elplf.,Ii.I 
increase. Leakage therefore decreascs and the system returns 

to criticality and incases its temperature entering a quasi

steady state where the system remains critical and the crtcrgy 

is taken up by accretion of mnre rock to keep the system criti

cal. The system grows until the capture in tle rock is too large 
compared to the fission from the f-tcd amount of Fissionable 
material to sustain criticality and the system becomes smblx ti

cal permanently.  
For the spherical geometry .jut explored, the energy 

generation was terminated by the loss of neutrons into 4. solid 

angle. by the increase in temperature and futally by rock accre

(ion. Probably the most likely means of practical storage of a 

much larger amount of weapons material such as 50 tons would 

be in a rectangular array ofconcentrated fissile material batches.  
The corresponding reactor physics problem pertinent after dis

porston or coupling spreads the weapons material sufficletuly 
is the infinite slab reactor. For such a system with thickness 2a 
in a vaouum, the rtamo analysis for probability ,if abworpoion 
give~s6 .  

P(a) = I - cosh(d/L)Icosh[(a+d)/L] (10) 

where d is the straight line extrapolation distance of the flux 

outside of the boundary a to a flux (if /ern If this disian=e is 

taken to be I01 cm tor a value ot a = 100 cm, a value tor a/L = 2 

is found (compared to 3 for the sphere) for a lcakaigc probabil-

Point Source

PWs)a -(n&i l)eip(-alL)

aWt A3.0 

M.- 100 CM 

M FP151le- 100 kg 

a - 271crm (.026mV/"T)t 

P=o.a Mba's 
a . 140 cm 

T a 4 8V 

Yield w T/k9

Infinrit Piano Source

ity of 0.20 (scume as for die spilc)c). L'e •aue ot A ii "'I -'uy 

importLant as long as it is small compared to a. Using (6) in the 
same way as war followed to get express:ion (S) involving a 

and T, the result 

(1/0.025 eV)4 --- 3.9 (11) 

is found for an infinite slab of thickness 2a = 2 meters and for 

a fissile material density of 3 kg of'"'Pu percubic meter. This 
interesting relationship (II) exhibits no dependence on r and 
shows that the Infinite slab never goes subcritical because of 

expansion. The reason is that the solid angle for loss of neu
trons from tho infinite slab and the absorption probabaility dl:-n't 

change with the thickness of the slab so long as niass in tihe 
slab is conserved. In that case thŽ slab thickness. doesn't influ
ence kMj. The leakage solid angle also is smaller than for the 
sphere, roughly 4n/3 for this case compared to 4n for the sphere.  
Once supercritical. the system only goes subcritical if the ten)
perature gets too high. Solving II for the temperature at which 
the systems becomes subcrltical givesT = 6 eV. This is shown 

as the constant tcmpcrature line Slab. in the left side of Fig.  
Bl.  

As shown from the corresponding line in Fig. B1 
(right-hand side), the energy dennity or nearly independent of 

the mass density and is about 200 MJ per kg of rock- With the 
temnperature rising to 6 eV. the energy generation would he about 
50 tons per kilogram of TTM at which point the systerm would 

become subcritical hecause of reduction in the cross sections 
from the temperature increase alone, As in the case of the 
sphere, the expansion phase might be lollowed by an accretion 
phase which returned the system to supercriticahty and the yield 
might increase further. The parameters and yields for energy 
g0enration arC iuiUMniActud in Fig.fl2.  
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Figun 5t2. Underground yisld estimnaun rpenUIt. 7•r yield 

is estimated for spherical, cylindrical, and slab geomelries.  

The amount offiusilte material Li: (1) 100 kgfor a sphere of one 
meter radiu, and (2) 3 kg per cubic meterfor an infinite sht, 
of two meter thickness. The bare .yield L the yieldw •'hed ca 

rit't subcfticality as a result of expansiont The hot system 
then accretes additional rass from the surrounding rock, cooLv, 
twad bca.uttrw 'iiL•.• ua~us. Thi.a aa'crruflipn/roc,~.a 'vmaoru~s 

wuil the system becomes subcritical because of cncreoaedneu.  
non capture from the additional mass competing with neutron 

absorption by the fissile material. The additional yield by ac

cretion nditht be significant, but is not estimated here.
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